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Abstract
Pile-up and dead-time are two main causes of nonlinearity in the response of
a PET scanner as a function of activity in the field of view (FOV). For a given
scanner and acquisition system, pile-up effects depend on the material and size
of the object being imaged and on the distribution of activity inside and outside
the FOV, because these factors change the singles-to-coincidences ratio (SCR).
Thus, it is difficult to devise an accurate correction that would be valid for any
acquisition. In this work, we demonstrate a linear relationship between SCR
and effective dead-time, which measures the effects of both dead-time (losses)
and pile-up (gains and losses). This relationship allows us to propose a simple
method to accurately estimate dead-time and pile-up corrections using only two
calibration acquisitions with, respectively, a high and low SCR. The method has
been tested with simulations and experimental data for two different scanner
geometries: a scanner with large area detectors and no pile-up rejection, and a
scanner composed of two full rings of smaller detectors. Our results show that
the SCR correction method is accurate within 7%, even for high activities in
the FOV, and avoids the bias of the standard single-parameter method.
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1. Introduction
The count rate of a PET scanner as a function of activity in the field of view (FOV) has nonlinear
contributions due to dead-time, pile-up and random coincidences (Knoll 2000, Cherry et al
2003). An adequate estimation of these nonlinear effects is essential for accurate quantitative
studies (Bendriem and Townsend 1998). Several methods have been proposed to measure or
estimate and correct for random coincidences (Knoll 2000, Williams et al 1979, Casey and
Hoffman 1986, Badawi et al 1999, Stearns et al 2003, Brasse et al 2005). In this work, we focus
on the simultaneous study of pile-up and dead-time effects, which we call ‘effective dead-time’,
as they are closely related. Dead-time is a measurement of the scanner’s inability to process
every valid physical event because the acquisition system is busy processing previous events
and may depend on many components such as detectors, electronics, hard disk or software.
Pile-up denotes the situation in which additional photons deposit energy in either a whole or a
part of the detector while the data acquisition channel is still processing (integrating) the energy
from a previous event (Knoll 2000). Under these conditions, the energy from these photons is
added to that from the photon which triggered the acquisition, as if they formed a single event.
Pile-up effects are more frequent at high count rates and they become more significant when
large area detectors are read by the same data acquisition channel (Mankoff et al 1989, Smith
et al 1994, Vicente et al 2007, 2008). When pile-up causes loss of counts, it can be considered
one of the components of a generalized dead-time concept. As such, dead-time not related to
pile-up and loss of counts due to pile-up are considered together as dead-time (Yu and Fessler
2000, Hoffman et al 1983, Germano and Hoffman 1991). Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that
pile-up events can lead to both loss and gain of counts.
Pile-up induces different kinds of errors in PET data (Furrer et al 1984). If the pile-up
photon contributes a signal large enough to make an otherwise valid (within the given energy
window) event fall outside the upper level discriminator (ULD), the event will be rejected, thus
contributing to system dead-time. Conversely, pile-up can also shift low-energy events inside
the energy window, making them appear valid. This pile-up action, which increases counts
during acquisition, could be considered a source of negative dead-time. In addition, pile-up
can also shift the detected energy of photons that would lie within the energy window into an
apparent value of energy which would still lie inside the energy window. In this case, pile-up
would not change the number of counts but it would lead to mispositioned coincidences (as
in the case of pile-up gains), unless piled-up events are identified and rejected (Germano and
Hoffman 1990, Badawi and Marsden 1999).
Pile-up effects can be reduced in several ways at the hardware level (Smith et al 1994).
For instance, the likelihood of pile-up can be reduced by using the shortest possible integration
time. However, integration time cannot be arbitrarily short, because enough light has to be
integrated to ensure acceptable spatial and energy resolutions. For this reason, short integration
times demand scintillators with very short light decay times. Other approaches to alleviating
the effect of pile-up on the count rate ability of the scanner have been proposed by Germano
and Hoffman (1991), Sjo¨land and Kristiansson (1994) and Imperiale and Imperiale (2001).
Although all of these pile-up identification and rejection mechanisms can prove effective at
reducing the spectral distortions associated with pile-up, count losses must still be corrected
if an accurate quantitative analysis is pursued.
Several methods have been proposed for characterizing count rate losses due to pile-up and
dead-time. Hoffman et al (1983) calculated dead-time corrections from on-line measurements
of triple coincidence events. Stearns et al (1985) measured dead-time losses independently
for both single and coincidence events and combined them to obtain a total dead-time
measurement. Mazoyer et al (1985) proposed a scheme that corrected both emission and
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transmission data based on a paralyzing dead-time model using the total coincidence rate.
Yamamoto et al (1986) proposed a method based on a nonlinear function of the random
coincidences measured off-line. They showed that, analogous to random counts, the dead-
time fraction depends on the object size. The model of Daube-Witherspoon and Carson (1991)
for emission and transmission in 2D PET scanners takes into account coincidence losses due
to singles losses and multiple events, as well as mispositioning errors at higher count rates
caused by pulse pile-up. Eriksson et al (1994) assumed that data loss effects can be factorized
into two components, one derived from the detector processing system (identifying all single
events) and another associated with the data processing system.
In most of these proposals, the correction for count losses due to dead-time and pile-
up is derived from a combination of analytical models of data acquisition electronics and
empirical data from phantom scans at various count rates. Nevertheless, to the best of our
knowledge, no simple protocols (i.e. those not requiring additional hardware) accurately
estimate and take into account pile-up effects in a general acquisition. This is because pile-up
effects depend on the singles-to-coincidences ratio (SCR), which is in turn determined by
the size and material of the object placed in the FOV, as well as by the source distribution
(inside/outside the FOV). This means that dead-time or pile-up corrections estimated from
the acquisition of a given phantom would only be approximate if applied to a different
object. Using this kind of simplified correction, quantification of images with significant
pile-up and dead-time effects becomes compromised. More sophisticated methods can better
estimate the corrections, but they usually rely on additional information obtained during
acquisition. For instance, Yamamoto et al (1986) obtained improved estimates of dead-
time and pile-up effects by measuring off-line random coincidences, which is not always
achievable.
In this work, we propose a simple method to identify the effective dead-time (τ ) which
restores the correct linear relationship between activity in the FOV and count rate measured by
the scanner. This effective dead-time can be estimated for any acquisition, takes into account
both pile-up losses and gains as well as dead-time losses, and does not require special hardware,
processing of the events or recording of information beyond that which is commonly available
in PET systems. The method requires only two calibration acquisitions and is based on the
linear relationship between τ and SCR. We verified that the method performs well in a scanner
for which pile-up effects are particularly important, as is the case of the rPET scanner (Vaquero
et al 2005), with large area detectors and no electronic pile-up rejection. In order to support the
applicability of the method, we present detailed results for Sedecal rPET and for the Sedecal
Argus scanner (formerly GE eXplore Vista) (Wang et al 2006b).
2. Materials and methods
2.1. The decaying source method to estimate effective dead-time
Dead-time behaviour in a PET scanner as a function of the count rate is often estimated using a
decaying source experiment (Knoll 2000). Repeated measurements of total coincidence rates
are obtained for different activities of a decaying source. In the limit of very low activities, when
dead-time (and other nonlinear effects) vanishes, the measured count rate, m(t), would coincide
with the true incident count rate n(t). Since the true incident count rate for larger activities can
be easily calculated according to the decay time correction, the ratio of incident to measured
counts ([m(t)]d/[n(t)]d, where the subscript d stands for decay corrected) can be estimated for
any activity, thus making it possible to empirically obtain a dead-time correction for a given
acquisition and scanner. The dead-time correction factor [m(t)]d/[n(t)]d can be fitted to an
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Table 1. Description of the simulated phantoms. PS: point source; LS: line source; SC: small
cylinder; LC: large cylinder; d: cylinder diameter in cm (d = [0.4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]); φ: cylinder
diameter; h: cylinder height.
Descriptiona Dimensions
Phantom name Source (isotope: 18F) Object Source φ/h (cm) Object φ/h (cm)
PS Point source Water cubic box 0.05/– 1 × 1 × 1
Water (SC) Small cylinder (SC) Small water cylinder 0.9/6.5 0.9/6.5
Al (SC) Small aluminium
cylinder
GSO (SC) Small GSO cylinder
Pb (SC) Small lead cylinder
Water (LC) Large cylinder (LC) Large water cylinder 5.5/5.0 5.5/5.0
Water (LS and Cd) Line source (LS) Water cylinder 0.2/0.4 d/4.0
d = [0.4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
Al (LS and Cd) Aluminium cylinder d/4.0
d = [0.4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
a All phantoms (sources and objects) are placed at the centre of the FOV.
analytic expression containing an effective dead-time τ , using paralyzable, non-paralyzable
or mixed models (Knoll 2000).
Sometimes dead-time corrections for a given scanner are obtained using a reference
acquisition of an intermediate-size phantom (Knoll 2000, Germano and Hoffman 1988). Once
the effective dead-time τ is obtained from this phantom, corrections evaluated with the same
value of τ are applied to all acquisitions performed by the same scanner. Hereinafter, we refer
to this method as the ‘single-parameter method’.
2.2. New method to estimate effective dead-times: the SCR method
Yamamoto et al (1986) and Thompson and Meyer (1987) studied the dependence of τ on
the size of the object in the FOV. We performed a more detailed study using simulations of
decaying sources with different phantom sizes and materials and different energy windows
for the acquisition. Table 1 summarizes the simulated phantoms used, as well as the point and
capillary sources embedded in phantoms of different materials and sizes. The effective dead-
time for each phantom acquisition was obtained with the decaying source method explained in
the previous section. We expected these effective dead-time values τ to depend on the SCR for
each acquisition. Thus, we plotted effective dead-times against the true SCR values for each
acquisition. True SCR values are free from dead-time, pile-up and random count effects and
can easily be obtained from a decaying source experiment at the limit of vanishing activity.
It can be shown that a linear relationship exists between the effective dead-time, τ , and
SCR. For the sake of simplicity, we will show the derivation in the limit of low rates and later
we will analyse its validity for arbitrary rates.
The fraction of coincidences that are free of pile-up and dead-time, fc, can be expressed
as (Knoll 2000)
fc ∼= 1 − nτ , (1)
where n is the detected coincidence rate free of dead-time (and pile-up) and τ the effective
dead-time for coincidences. We can define a dead-time component (possibly including pile-up
effects) that affects every single event recorded by the scanner, represented by a ‘singles’
dead-time τ S. Furthermore, another dead-time component is derived from the processing of
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coincidences, represented by a ‘coincidence-only’ dead-time τC. In the limit of low rates, the
fraction of coincidences which remain free of dead-time (and pile-up) is related to the fraction
of singles free of dead-time (and pile-up), 1 – nSτ S, as follows:
fc = 1 − nτ = (1 − nSτS)2 · (1 − nτC), (2)
where nS is the detected singles rate free of dead-time (and pile-up). This equation shows that,
in order to record a coincidence, both single events must survive the singles dead-time, and
the resulting coincidence must survive the coincidence-only dead-time. From equation (2), we
can obtain τ , disregarding the terms of second order and higher in τC and τ S:
τ = 2 · τS · nS
n
+ τC. (3)
Using SCR = nS/n, equation (3) becomes
τ = 2 · τS · SCR + τC. (4)
Equation (4) shows a linear relationship between the effective dead-time observed in the
acquired coincidences and SCR. It also shows that the slope and intercept of a linear fit of
the effective τ versus SCR will make it possible to estimate the effective singles dead-time
(including pile-up effects) and the coincidences-only dead-time, respectively.
Equation (4) is derived here for low count rates (nSτ S  1 and nτC  1) and, within
this constraint, it is valid for both the paralyzable and non-paralyzable models. Furthermore,
this equation is exactly valid for arbitrary count rates for paralyzable dead-time systems, for
which the fraction of coincidences that are free of pile-up and dead-time, fc, is given by e−nτ .
For non-paralyzable systems, the expression valid for any rate is
τ = 2 · τS · SCR
(
1 + nSτS
2
)
+ τC (1 + nSτS)2 , (5)
where the linear relationship with SCR is modified by nSτ S terms. It is reasonable to assume
that many realistic situations would be described by a combination of paralyzable and non-
paralyzable models and thus equation (4) is expected to be valid even for high coincidence
rates. Indeed equation (4) should be valid provided nSτ S is small.
To use equation (4) the scanner must have access to singles rates in order to estimate
SCR values. Singles rates can be estimated with relatively simple trigger counters in each
detector, which can be implemented with very small dead-time τ S. The singles rate free of
dead-time (and pile-up), nS, can be employed to obtain the SCR even though the coincidence
rate is computed within an energy window. Indeed this asymmetric way of computing the
SCR, without applying energy window to the singles and measuring the coincidences within
an energy window, is compatible with the derivation of equation (4). The small value of τ S
that can be achieved with simple circuits, which just counts trigger events, facilitates the use
of equation (4) even when relatively high singles rates are involved.
One drawback of this approach appears in the case of acquisitions for which the SCR
changes significantly during the acquisition, such as dynamic studies. For these cases, it would
be preferable to work with the actual count rates mS and m (SCRm = mS/m), which would
include dead-time (and pile-up) effects. In these cases, equation (4) would still be valid in the
limit of low rates with a simple replacement of n by m.
Based on equation (4), we propose to characterize the combined effect of pile-up and dead-
time for a given scanner using the parameters τC and τ S, which can be estimated from two
effective dead-times τ 1 and τ 2 (see figure 1) obtained from two decaying source experiments,
one with high SCR and one with low SCR7. The specific effective dead-time, τ , needed to
correct another acquisition, can be obtained from equation (4). Other than assuming that the
7 No energy window was applied to measure the singles rates.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the SCR method to obtain the effective dead-time correction.
scanner can yield reasonably accurate estimates of the SCR for each acquisition, neither further
hardware nor additional count processing is required. We call this procedure the ‘SCR method’
(figure 1).
2.3. Validation of the SCR method
In this work we used two small-animal PET scanners with different geometries and features.
Sedecal rPET. This scanner (SEDECAL Medical Systems) has four large detectors
arranged in two orthogonal pairs which rotate 180◦ (Vaquero et al 2005). Each detector
comprises a single-layer array of 28 × 28 MLS crystals (1.5 × 1.5 × 12 mm3) optically
coupled to a Hamamatsu H8500 flat-panel PS-PMT (size: 52 × 52 × 28 mm3; effective area:
49 × 49 mm2; 8 × 8 Anode Pixels’ matrix). Since each PS-PMT is read by the same data
acquisition subsystem, the whole area of the detector is subject to pile-up effects. The scanner
has a ring diameter of 160 mm with effective transverse and axial FOVs of 44.8 mm.
Sedecal Argus (formerly GE eXplore Vista). The Sedecal Argus, formerly marketed by
GE Healthcare as GE eXplore Vista (Wang et al 2006b), uses a block detector design with a
dual-layer phoswich crystal array coupled to a Hamamatsu R8520-C12 PS-PMT. The front
crystal layer is a 13 × 13 array of 1.45 × 1.45 × 7 mm3 LYSO crystals, and the back layer is
a 13 × 13 array of 1.45 × 1.45 × 8 mm3 GSO crystals. The detectors are arranged into two
rings of 18 detectors per ring with a ring diameter of 118 mm and transaxial FOV of 68 mm.
The axial coverage of this system is 48 mm.
Both, rPET and Argus scanners, have the capability to estimate nS.
In order to evaluate the method proposed to correct for dead-time and pile-up effects
(SCR method), we first analysed the decaying source method using both experimental data
and simulations for the Water (SC) (small cylinder) phantom acquired with the rPET scanner.
We assumed a non-paralyzable behaviour, although similar effective dead-time values (τ )
were achieved with paralyzable expressions (differences around 1–2%) provided the values
of the dead-time correction factor are not extreme, as is the case of the scanners we analysed
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Figure 2. Bed positions used in the simulation of a voxelized image of a rat. ‘FOV 1’ refers to the
rat with the hot bladder at the edge of the FOV while ‘FOV 2’ has the hot bladder outside the FOV,
but very close to its edge.
under their usual operational ranges. We performed a decaying source experiment with the
rPET system using a SC phantom (0.9 cm in diameter, 6.5 cm in length) filled with 18F
in water (‘Water (SC)’, see table 1) placed at the centre of the FOV of the scanner. For
reference, and although not needed in the procedure, the initial activity was measured in a
well counter with an accuracy of ± 5%. Several consecutive acquisitions of 5 min with an
energy window of 400–700 keV were obtained, starting from an initial activity of 900 μCi
(activity concentration of 254.6 μCi cc–1) and a total count rate of 130 kcps. In addition,
acquisitions of this source were simulated with PeneloPET (Espan˜a et al 2009) to mimic the
experimental setup. In the simulations, we used a coincidence dead-time of 1.6 μs, which
includes the conversion time of the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) and an integration
time of 0.22 μs, both of which values suit rPET hardware. From the simulations, it is possible
to estimate the individual contributions to the total effective dead-time that can be split into
three components: strict dead-time (τDT), pile-up losses (τ p(loss)) and pile-up gains (τ p(gain)),
according to τ = τDT + τp(loss) − τp(gain).
The simulated phantoms described in table 1 were used to study and validate the SCR
method. The effective dead-time for each phantom acquisition was estimated with the decaying
source method, as explained in section 2.1. The SCR method explained in section 2.2 was
applied using the PS and the Water (LC) phantoms as the two calibration experiments for both
scanners described above. Random coincidences in the Argus scanner were removed from
the acquisition prior to the data analysis to compute τ . This was not necessary for the rPET
scanner, as the fraction of random counts for this scanner was negligible (see figure 4).
Further simulations were performed in order to verify the SCR method for asymmetric
activity distributions in the FOV. Using a voxelized image of a rat as the source input in the
simulation, we chose two different situations (bed positions, see figure 2). The image was
derived from a reconstruction of an experimental acquisition analysed in Vicente et al (2007).
In the first case, we simulated the bed position of the rat with a hot bladder at the edge of the
FOV (‘FOV 1’ in the figure); in the second case the hot bladder was outside, but very close to
the edge of the FOV (‘FOV 2’ in the figure). The activity ratio of the hot bladder to the testicles
was 45:1. These simulations were used to compare the τ value obtained from the decaying
source method and the one obtained using the SCR method.
We also estimated the error introduced when the effective dead-time obtained for a
particular phantom is used to correct dead-time for another phantom with a different SCR, that
is, when the single-parameter method is used. We compared the results with the ones obtained
correcting with effective dead-times estimated with the SCR method.
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(A) (B)
Figure 3. (A) Linear fits used to derive τ for the Water (SC) phantom using the rPET scanner
with an energy window of 400–700 keV. The dead-time correction factor [m(t)]d/[n(t)]d plotted
against the measured count rates exhibits an approximate linear behaviour in the range considered.
The effective τ is obtained from the slope. (B) Simulation showing the different contributions to
effective dead-time for the case shown in (A), as a function of activity in the FOV.
Besides simulations, experimental data were used to explore the relationship between
τ and SCR for the rPET scanner. The Water (SC) and Water (LC) phantoms were used as
calibration acquisitions for the SCR method to calculate the calibration parameters, namely
τC and τ S, from equation (4). An additional acquisition of a Hot Derenzo phantom was used
to compare the τ value obtained from the decaying source method and that obtained using the
computed τC and τ S from equation (4) (SCR method).
3. Results and discussion
Figure 3(A) shows the results of the fit to obtain τ (effective dead-time) values from a decaying
source experiment using both experimental data and simulations of the Water (SC) phantom
acquired with the rPET scanner. The simulated data show a larger dispersion due to the lower
number of counts in each frame, compared to the experimental acquisition. The value obtained
by fitting the linear equation to the experimental data (using the non-paralyzable model) is
3.17 ± 0.04 μs (95% confidence level), which is comparable to the value of 3.3 ± 0.1 μs
obtained from the simulations. In this latter case, we also know the components, which are
2.31 ± 0.08 μs from pile-up losses, 0.67 ± 0.02 μs from pile-up gains and 1.60 ± 0.01 μs
of intrinsic (not pile-up-related) dead-time (see figure 3(B)).
Below, we address the validation of the SCR method proposed in this work for estimating
dead-time corrections. First of all, in order to illustrate the dependence of pile-up effects on
the SCR, we show in figure 4 the relative contribution (in percentage, left Y axis) of pile-up,
dead-time and random counts as a function of the total activity of the acquisition (top X axis)
for two simulated acquisitions ((A) and (B)) of the rPET scanner for an energy window of
400–700 keV. The plots also show the dependence of these nonlinear effects on the total
detected coincidence rates (shown in the bottom X axis) corresponding to each activity and the
total detected singles rates (cross-shaped symbols, right Y axis). Empty symbols in the figure
represent coincidence losses; solid ones show detected coincidences.
These two simulations have very different SCR (SCRWater (SC) = 19 (figure 4(A)),
SCRRat (FOV 2) = 67 (figure 4(B))). Indeed this can be appreciated in the figure, where both
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(A) (B)
Figure 4. Relative contributions of nonlinear effects to the total coincidence rate (left Y axis) and
total singles rate (right Y axis) obtained from simulations of the rPET scanner in an energy window
of 400–700 keV. (A) Water (SC) phantom (SCR = 19). (B) Rat (FOV 2) (SCR = 67).
simulations exhibit similar singles rates (cross-shaped symbols, right Y axis) but corresponding
to very different coincidence rates (bottom X axis).
We can see that in both cases pile-up is the most significant nonlinear contribution. Pile-up
is a limiting factor in this scanner due to the large area of its detectors. In other systems where
a smaller solid angle is read by every acquisition channel that processes the detected events,
count rates tend to be more limited by the bandwidth of the data acquisition system rather than
by the singles rates, and pile-up effects become less important (Mankoff et al 1989, Smith
et al 1994, Vicente et al 2007, 2008).
Figure 4 also shows that the behaviour of dead-time losses is approximately independent
of the SCR, i.e. both acquisitions present the same percentage of dead-time losses at
approximately the same rate of detected coincidences. Nevertheless, pile-up coincidences
(losses and gains) become more important as the SCR increases. Furthermore, the behaviour
of ‘Pile-up detected’ (triangle-shaped symbols), which takes into account all the pile-up
coincidences detected in the acquisition (including pile-up gains) suggests that not only a
count rate linearization is desirable in this case, but also an additional correction of the pile-up
coincidences present in the acquisition would be advisable (Vicente et al 2008).
Although coincidence losses and gains due to pile-up do not show the same dependence
on the count rate for acquisitions with different SCR, it is possible to obtain an effective dead-
time for any acquisition, employing only two calibration acquisitions, one with high SCR and
one with low SCR. This procedure works because the effective τ , as it has been shown, has
essentially a linear dependence on the SCR.
Table 2 presents the calibration parameters (intercept τC and slope 2τ S) obtained from
rPET scanner simulations for three different energy windows (100–700, 250–700 and 400–
600 keV) and those obtained from the Argus scanner in an energy window of 400–700 keV.
The results of table 2 reveal, for the rPET scanner, a slope almost independent of the energy
window, because it depends on the effective dead-time for singles and no energy window was
applied in this work to singles measurements. In addition, given the way the rPET system
works, the coincidences-only dead-time (intercepts) approaches the conversion time of the
ADC of the scanner (τC = 1.6 μs, see above) for the wider energy window and increases with
narrower energy windows. Events that are identified as part of a coincidence are integrated,
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(A) (B)
Figure 5. (A) Effective dead-time τ versus SCR for different acquisitions of the rPET scanner
(diamonds, left Y axis) and Argus scanner (triangles, right Y axis) (400–700 keV). The error bars are
the estimated errors of the slope (τ ) of each fit using the decaying source method (see figure 3(A)).
The dashed line is a linear fit to all rPET points, and the solid line is obtained from the two
calibration points of the SCR method at the extreme values of SCR, namely the PS and Water
(LC) phantoms. A similar line is also shown for the Argus scanner. (B) Comparison of the ratio
of corrected over ideal rates for the SCR method (solid points) and the single-parameter method,
which uses only one value for the effective dead-time (‘single-param. method’, empty points) for
the PS and the Pb (SC) phantoms. In both cases the SCR method provides more accurate results,
with a relative error smaller than 7% for the Pb (SC) phantom and 6% for the PS one.
Table 2. Linear fit parameters to calculate the effective dead-time (τ ) as a function of SCR, for
rPET (three energy windows) and Argus scanners (simulated data).
Linear fit parameters
System Energy window (keV) Intercept: τC (μs) Slope: 2τ S (μs)
rPET 100–700 1.66 ± 0.09 0.048 ± 0.009
250–700 2.05 ± 0.07 0.046 ± 0.006
400–700 2.20 ± 0.09 0.059 ± 0.008
Argus 400–700 0.54 ± 0.04 0.0089 ± 0.0008
converted and further processed. The energy window is applied after conversion. For the
narrower energy windows, some events are integrated and subsequently discarded because
they fall outside the energy window. Thus, counts that keep the acquisition electronics busy
and contribute to dead-time will not remain in the acquired data. The effective coincidence
dead-time increases approximately as the inverse of the fraction of counts that survive the
energy window. This table also shows that singles dead-time values are relatively small, below
0.03 μs, both for rPET and Argus. Thus, we can expect equation (4) to be valid, even for
singles rates of several Mcps per detector, well above the operating range of both scanners.
Figure 5(A) shows a plot of calculated effective dead-time versus SCR from simulations
of the decaying phantoms described in table 1, for the case of rPET (diamonds) and Argus
(triangles) scanners in the 400–700 keV energy window. The solid lines represent the
relationship between the effective dead-time and SCR estimated using our proposed SCR
method with two calibration acquisitions, namely the PS and the Water (LC). These phantoms
are representative of the extreme sides of the SCR range. This calibration-estimated line lies
slightly below the linear fit using all rPET phantoms (dashed line), but with a similar slope.
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Table 3. SCR and effective dead-time for two bed positions of a voxelized rat simulation (rPET
scanner; energy window: 400–700 keV).
Simulated study Description SCR Actual τ (μs) τ from the SCR method (μs)
FOV 1 Hot bladder at the 54 4.9 ± 0.4 5.3 ± 0.5
edge of the FOV
FOV 2 Hot bladder outside 67 5.7 ± 0.6 6.1 ± 0.6
the FOV
Table 4. SCR (measured at low activity) and effective dead-time from experimental acquisitions
of the rPET scanner in the 400–700 keV energy window. Water (SC) and Water (LC) phantoms
were used to calibrate (intercept τC and slope 2τ S) the SCR method.
Phantom name SCR Actual τ (μs) τ from the SCR method (μs)
Water (SC) 20 3.17 ± 0.04 τ = 0.053 · SCR + 2.11
Water (LC) 43 4.4 ± 0.2
Derenzo 36 3.9 ± 0.2 4.0 ± 0.3
The relative error between intercept values is 6%. Nevertheless, the SCR calibration method
leads to an error in the corrected count rate smaller than 7%, even with high count rates, for
all the phantoms studied. An example of this is shown in figure 5(B).
Figure 5(B) compares the single-parameter method with the method proposed in this
work (SCR method) for the rPET scanner in the 400–700 keV energy window. For the single-
parameter method, we used the Water (SC) phantom to obtain the fixed τ value. In the figure,
we plot the ratios of corrected over ideal count rates for two situations: a point source (PS)
and the small cylinder of lead (Pb (SC)). The PS was chosen to show the magnitude of the
error in the corrected count rates when the effective dead-time is overestimated, as happens
when using the dead-time obtained with the single-parameter method from the Water (SC)
to correct the count rates of the PS acquisition. The second example, Pb (SC), was selected
because this point has the worst fit to the calibration-estimated line for the rPET scanner with
our SCR method (see figure 5(A), point: (37, 4.7)). We can see that in both cases the SCR
method provides more accurate results, with a relative error smaller than 7% for the Pb (SC)
phantom and less than 6% for the PS, compared to deviations of 10% for the Pb (SC) phantom
and even up to 100% (PS) when the single-parameter correction is used. This example shows
that the single-parameter correction introduces a bias in the corrected count rates. The error
is large if the τ used for the correction overestimates the actual τ value of the acquisition and
will be more significant for large detector blocks; therefore, the SCR method would be highly
recommended for clinical dedicated breast PET scanners (or PEM cameras), as for example
those described in Wang et al (2006a) and Wu et al (2009), or for high-sensitivity preclinical
PET scanners with particularly close detectors, such as those described in Seidel et al (2010)
and Zhang et al (2011).
In table 3 we quote SCR and effective τ values for two different bed positions of a rat
simulation. The effective τ calculated using the decaying source method, which we consider
the actual value (column 4), is compared with the one obtained using the SCR method
(column 5). Differences between both values are smaller than 8% (within error bars) for both
cases. This example confirms that the proposed method works fine even when the activity
distribution is not symmetric along the axial or transaxial FOV.
Besides simulations, the relationship between τ and SCR for the rPET scanner was also
explored with experimental data. Table 4 shows the parameters τ (calculated using the decaying
source method, column 3) and SCR from the Water (SC) and the Water (LC) phantoms in the
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400–700 keV energy window, which are the two acquisitions used in the calibration phase of
the SCR method. The effective τ obtained from the Derenzo decaying experiment, which we
consider the actual value (column 3), and the one estimated from the SCR method (column 4)
differ by about 3%. In addition, the experimental values of the effective dead-time for these
rPET acquisitions are within 8% of those of the simulations (table 2).
4. Conclusions
This paper proposes a method to calculate for each individual acquisition the effective dead-
time τ that allows us to restore the correct linear relationship between activity in the FOV
and count rate measured by the scanner, thus removing nonlinear effects in the count rate
due to dead-time and pile-up losses and pile-up gains. The method addresses the fact that
each acquisition exhibits a different effective τ , since pile-up effects depend on the material,
object size and source distribution inside and outside the FOV. It requires only two calibration
acquisitions and is based on the linear relationship between τ and SCR.
In contrast, the standard procedure that uses a single value for effective dead-time τ
to correct any acquisition (Knoll 2000, Germano and Hoffman 1988) introduces a bias in
the corrected count rates, especially in situations when the effective τ of the correction
overestimates the actual value τ of the acquisition, with errors sometimes up to 100% for high
activities.
We used simulated and experimental data to verify that the SCR method performs well
for two commercial preclinical PET scanners with very different architectures: rPET (Vaquero
et al 2005), a small-animal PET scanner with four rotating large-area detectors without pile-up
rejection in the electronics and for which pile-up is relatively important, and the Argus scanner
(Wang et al 2006b), a small-animal PET scanner with more conventional geometry (two full
rings) and small-area detectors. Simulations show that the error in the corrected count rates
is below 7%, even when high activities are present in the FOV. Even smaller errors could be
attained using more than two phantoms to calibrate the method.
The SCR method could be applied in any other scanner, including clinical ones, and it
will be of higher interest in scanners with large detector blocks, such as clinical dedicated
breast PET scanners (or PEM cameras) (Wang et al 2006a, Wu et al 2009) or high-sensitivity
preclinical PET scanners with close-up detectors (Seidel et al 2010, Zhang et al 2011).
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